
these.

Write a stone weight value:

Important: for performing this action your 
pyramid must meet two conditions:
1.- The stone block has to have drawn the 
four borders and a blank weight value inside.
2.- The stone block has to be over other 
block (or a sum of two) with a higher weight 
value than the number you want to write.

If all two conditions are meet you can write 
the number of the dice inside the block.

Mark with a cross an already numbered 
block:

Mark with a cross any numbered block on 
your pyramid that coincides with the number 
of the dice roll. You can also choose the pre-
numbered blocks on the pyramid base when 
all their borders are closed/drawn.

Pass your turn:

If you can’t perform any of the previous 
actions you must pass your turn this round.

Keep in mind that you have three one-use 
helps at the left of the sheet. Maybe you can 
use one of these for avoiding to pass your 
turn on a round.

USING THE ONE-USE HELPS

- SAME VALUE STACKING: let’s you to write 
a stone weight value of exactly the same 

Kukulkán
SETUP
Give each player a sheet and place the dice and 
pencil nearby  (if you have extra pencils, give one 
to each player). Choose one of the players to be 
the person who rolls the dice during the game.

GOAL OF THE GAME
All players build his own version of El Castillo 
(the Mayan Kukulkán’s temple) drawing stones, 
declaring their weight and marking these stones 
to score victory points and bonuses.

The player with most victory  points at the end of 
the game is the winner.

HOW TO PLAY
The dice is rolled once per round.
All players must use the rolled number.

Every  player can use the number rolled to 
perform only one of these 4 actions:

A.- Draw stone borders
B.- Write a stone weight value
C.- Mark with a cross an already numbered 
stone block
D.- Pass your turn

Draw stone borders:

Draw continuously  (important: without lifting the 
pencil from the paper) exactly  the number of 
stone border segments as the number rolled in 
the dice.

Follow the dotted lines in the pyramid. You are 
allowed to cross other lines, but not to overwrite 

value of the beneath stone or two stones.

- PLUS/MINUS ONE: let’s you to change the 
value of the dice +1 or -1. Six may be 
changed by five or one. One may be 
changed by  six or two (in any case you can’t 
never use this help to get a dice value of 
zero or seven).

- SUPER-SIX: when a six is rolled, you can 
change the value of the dice by  any other 
number: 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5.

Important: the one-use helps cannot be 
combined. You can only  use one help  per 
round. When you use it you have to mark its 
icon with a cross for exhausting it.

SCORING

At the end of the game every  numbered 
stone block marked with a cross in your 
pyramid equals 1 victory point.

You have to add any other victory points 
earned by completing bonuses.

BONUSES

At the bottom of the sheet you have a guide 
for obtaining bonuses. There are two kind of 
bonuses: normal bonuses and “first to claim 
bonuses” (depicted in red color).

When all the blocks on the
base are numbered and

marked you gain a permanent
PLUS/MINUS ONE hability.

2-6    10 min    10+



Every player has to communicate too any 
other bonuses when are claimed (it’s also 
recommended to round these with the 
pencil). This is so important for following the 
tempo of the game and keeping in mind the 
GAME ENDING conditions.

GAME ENDING

The game ends immediately when the three 
normal bonuses are claimed, at least once, 
among all players in the game.

It’s possible that the game ends when 2 or 
more players claim one (the same) normal 
bonus in the same round.

Then all players add up  their victory points 
and bonuses. The player with most victory 
points is the winner of the game.

In case of a tie, the player with more marked 
stones on his pyramid is the winner. If the tie 
continues, both players share the victory.

SCORING EXAMPLE

At the end of the game, triggered because 
other players obtained the first and third 
normal bonuses, Josh got this final sheet.

He used two of the three available helps. It’s 
clear that he used the SAME VALUE 
STACKING help to wrote a 5 on the D stone 
block on the right of the pyramid.

This smart use of the help granted him big 
points with the “first to claim bonus” of the 

When all these five blocks
on the vertical axis  

are numbered and marked
you gain 3 extra

victory points.

When all the blocks of the
pyramid are numbered 

you gain a number of 
victory points equal to the 

highest external block 
value.

The first player with these 
two blocks numbered and 
marked gain victory points 

equal to the substraction of 
the values  between C and 

A blocks.

 The first player with these 
two blocks numbered and 
marked gain victory points 

equal to the substraction 
of the values  between D 

and B blocks.

Important: when any player/s gets one of the 
“first to claim bonuses” has to communicate 
this to all other players. The player/s who 
gets the bonus rounds it with the pencil. The 
other players cross it with the pencil (they 
cannot claim this bonus anymore during the 
game). It’s possible that 2 or more players 
claim one of these “first to claim bonuses” at 
the same round, in this case all these 
players get the bonus. 

right of the pyramid. A total of 4 victory points 
because he wrote a 1 on the B stone block. 
This equals 5-1=4 victory points (D-B).

He also claimed the verical axis normal 
bonus that give 3 extra victory points.

Tallying all his points, Josh obtained 10 
points for every cross marked stone on his 
pyramid, plus 4 and 3 points for the bonuses. 
He scored a total of 17 victory points.
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